
Coronavirus (COVID-19): supplementary guidance on moving home

During phase 1, our Coronavirus (COVID-19): guidance on moving home           
(of 31 March 2020), urging people to delay moving to a new home while 
stay-at-home measures are in place, remains in force.  

Aside from the work needed to progress reasonably necessary home moves, no home visits should take 
place by any other person or business in relation to anything connected with the purchase, sale, letting or 
rental of residential property.  Nor should members of the public leave their home to progress any aspect of 
the purchase, sale, letting or rental of residential property, other than for a reasonably necessary move, as 
per the guidance of 31 March.

However, as stated in Scotland’s route map through and out of the crisis, workplaces resuming in later 
phases can undertake preparatory work on physical distancing and hygiene measures.  So organisations and 
businesses involved in the purchase, sale, letting or rental of homes are permitted to prepare their staff and 
their premises for the relaxation of restriction on housing moves (phase 2).  This might be by, for example:

• undertaking travel to their premises to check for readiness;
• making changes to implement their safe operating procedures, such as putting up notices and protective 

screens, marking distances on the floor; and
• briefing staff on safe operating procedures, virtually where at all possible to do so.
• You might find it helpful to refer to our sector guidance for easing lockdown.  Although not aimed at the 

housing market per se, it sets out how physical distancing and good hygiene can be delivered in a range 
of circumstances.

We do not have a specific date for the start of Phase 2.  In order to progress, we will need to have seen 
evidence of transmission being controlled.  If the virus remains suppressed, and the evidence allows us to do 
so – then gradually, more restrictions will be removed.

During phase 2, members of the public will be allowed to leave their homes in order to undertake certain 
activities in connection with the purchase, sale, letting or rental of a residential property which are expected 
to include:

• visiting estate or letting agents, developer sales offices or show homes;
• viewing residential properties to look for a property to buy or rent;
• preparing a residential property to move in;
• moving home; or
• visiting a residential property to undertake any activities required for the rental or sale of that property.
• This will allow people working for relevant organisations and businesses to travel to work where 

necessary in order to undertake these activities in a safe manner.  A key change is that a home move will 
no longer have to be reasonably necessary; home moves will be permitted.  Everyone should still comply 
with the physical distancing and health guidelines.

Please note that the detailed rules for phase 2 are contingent on amendments being made to the Scottish 
coronavirus restriction regulations.  We will also issue revised guidance to replace Coronavirus (COVID-19): 
guidance on moving home before phase 2 begins.

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-moving-home-supplementary/pages/phase-1-preparing-for-the-safe-reopening-of-the-housing-market/

